The spatial uncertainties of atom force microscopy (AFM) tip position hinder the AFM based nano-manipulation. Although the landmark based tip localization can be applied to improve the tip position accuracy in the task space, the PZT nonlinearity and system drift are still a challenge to compensation performance when the tip is positioned far from the landmark. Therefore this paper proposes an active landmark configuration. This method first estimates the nearby area called as the landmark domain around the target position, and then actively manipulates the landmark into the landmark domain by using virtual hand to improve the positioning accuracy. Simulation and experiment illustrate the validity of the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
AFM tip can be used as an end-effector to fabricate the nanostructure for providing a great potential tool of nanomanipulation (Bhushan 2005 , Li 2004 ). However the tip position accuracy is difficult to be improved because of the PZT (PbZrTiO3) scanner nonlinearity and system thermal drift, which will hinder the AFM based nano-manipulation. As for these problems, the PZT models and thermal drift compensation are proposed to enhance the nano-manipulation efficiency (Liu 2008 , Yuan 2011 .
The PZT models mainly include open loop model and feedback model. The open loop model is widely used in the commercial AFM with its lower cost and higher resolution. This method cannot guarantee the dynamic accuracy of the PZT motion. So the feedback model is developed to get highly robust compensation by mounting a position sensor on the PZT tube. This method can only improve the accuracy of the tip position relative to the tube centre. The random offset of the tip relative to the sample surface cannot be compensated due to the thermal drift.
The thermal drift is caused by the contraction and expansion of the AFM mechanical components due to the temperature, humidity change etc (Liu 2008 , Wang 2011 , Krohs 2009 ). The tradition method that the AFM scans for a couple hours after it runs is time consuming and inefficient. Recently, the compensation methods based on the Kalman filter and the neural network are proposed to estimate the thermal drift (Woodward 1998 , Mokaberi 2006 . The performance of these approaches strongly depends on the accuracy of the parameter that is difficult to be estimated. To effectively compensate the tip position error due to the thermal drift, the feature in the sample surface is used as the landmark for observing its position by using local scan strategy, and the tip position relative to the landmark position is on-line estimated in the scanning line. Then the tip position is calculated according to the landmark position in the task space (Yuan 2011) . The tip position accuracy is higher improved as the tip is closer to the feature. While the target position is far from the feature, positioning the tip at the target position may not satisfy the accuracy allowance. Therefore the landmark needs to be actively pushed into the nearby area of the target position to improve the tip position accuracy.
So the active landmark configuration is proposed to improve the tip position at the target position in the paper. The landmark domain around the target position is first estimated to navigate the configuration of the landmark (Nano-particle). The estimation of the landmark domain is computing the region border around the target position according to the tip motion model. Then the landmark is pushed into the landmark domain by the virtual hand based strategy to improve the tip position accuracy. The simulation and experiment verifies the validity of the proposed method.
LANDMARK BASED LOCALIZATION FOR HIGH ACCURATE POSITION IN NANOMANIPULATIONS
In nano-manipulation, instead of scanning, the AFM tip is usually used for pushing/handling nano-materials to the target positions. Fig.1(a) shows a nano-assembly task example that a nano-rod is moved to bridge the two electrodes for building a nano-device. Due to the nonlinearity of the PZT scanner and system thermal drift, the tip position accuracy in the task space cannot be guaranteed during manipulation. Assuming that the tip at the initial position with uncertainties (see the blue region at the initial position in Fig.1(b) ), the tip will be directly moved to the nano-rod nearby for pushing the nano-rod. The tip position error becomes larger after the tip motion. This larger position error will lead to the fault of the assembly task (not bridging the both electrodes)finally because the tip pushing point on the nano-rod deviates far from the pre-planned position. If a nano-particle exists as a landmark around the nano-rod, the tip can be localized by observing the nano-particle with the local-scan actions on two perpendicular directions (see the details in the next section). Then the tip position error nearby the nano-rod can be reduced to successfully manipulate the nano-rod for bridging the electrodes.
Landmark based tip localization
The tip in the task space is driven by the PZT scanner, and its position mainly depends on the scanner input. At the same time, the PZT nonlinearity and the thermal drift also impact the tip position. The tradition method is difficult to be used to perform the compensation. Referring to the landmark based localization in the SLAM(Simultaneous localization and mapping) (Thrun 2002 ,Thrun 2005 , Leonard 1991 , our group have proposed the feature based localization of the AFM tip. The feature in the sample surface is used as the landmark to be observed by the local scan based strategy, and the tip is on-line positioned by using the Kalman based algorithm.
The tip position in the task space is expressed by x k+1 :
Where g (*,*) is state transition function, and w k+1 is random variable with Gaussian distribution. Eq.1 denotes the tip position uncertainties that will be compensated by the landmark based observation.
The Kalman based localization in the observation include the tip motion model and observation model. Fig.2 (a), (b), (c) shows that the tip locally scans the landmark in the horizontal and vertical direction, then the tip position is optimally estimated at x k+i .
The tip horizontally scans the particle from x k to x k+1 in Fig.2 (d), the central point x kp on the scan trajectory is obtained.
The tip position is first optimally estimated at x kp by using Kalman filter. Because the tip is used as the sensor to observe the landmark in the observation, this algorithm is different from the macro robot localization that could use other sensors to estimate the robot position. The horizontal scan from x k to x k+1 includes the tip translation and the observation estimation at x kp , and is analyzed by the following. The tip translation from x kp to x k+1 is expressed by the tip motion equation:
Where, l k1 is a probabilistic scalar variable denoting the distance from x k to x kp on the scan trajectory, and l k is a variable of the scan length from x k to x k+1 .
The observation estimation assumes that the observational point (x kp ) of the scan trajectory is the same position (m j,xy ) of the particle center in the task frame. The m j,xy can be calculated in (Yuan 2011) . The observation equation is as the following:
)
Where z kp is the observation value at x kp , v z,kp is the random variable with Gaussian distribution. The real measure at x kp is calculated as the following:
Where m j,xy is the landmark position. S x and S y are selection matrix defined as the following: IFAC Mechatronics '13 April 10-12, 2013. Hangzhou, China description in Yuan 2011) . These local scan actions take tens of milliseconds, and can be used to update the tip position in the real time.
Experiments for Landmark based tip localization
For illustrating the validity of the abovementioned method, the related simulation and experiment are designed, and performed with veeco Dimension 3100. The parameters of motion model of AFM tip are obtained from calibration experiments (Wang 2011) . The parameters of observation model are calibrated through repeatedly scanning the same area as mentioned in (Yuan 2011) .
The simulation procedure of a tip motion control path from x 0 to x 8 is shown in Fig. 3 . A nano-particle near the target position x 8 is used as the landmark for estimating the tip position with a higher accuracy. In the experiment, the real tip positions are recorded at the start position x 0 , target position x 8 , and three waypoints (x 2 , x 5 , x 6 ) by punching the indents on the CD surface. The tip position at x 6 is estimated by observing the landmark. Then the motion control input is controlled to move the tip to the target position x 8 with high accuracy. Accordingly, tens of experiments are performed to verify the simulation results. During each experiment, the tip is moved from the start position x 0 to the target position x 8 by using local-scan based observation, and five positions (x 0 , x 2 ,
x 5 , x 6 , x 8 ) are recorded by punching dents. Thirty experimental results are shown in Fig. 4 and Table 1 . Table 1 shows that the tip moves from x 0 to x 2 with increasing the position error, and observes the landmark from x 3 to x 8 with reducing the position error (See the details in Yuan 2011).
Active landmark configuration
Through above-mentioned procedure in Fig.2 , the tip position is optimally estimated at nano-particle centre, then it position at x k+1 is calculated by the motion model. Because the uncertainties of the motion model will significantly increase with far translation from x kp to x k+1 ( the relation between the tip motion and its error is calibrated in Yuan 2011) . Therefore the tip position uncertainties at x k+1 may be out of the allowance if the target position is far from the nano-particle. So the above algorithm works effectively only if the target position is nearby the landmark. As for the target position far from the landmark, this paper proposes that the landmark will be push into the nearby area (called as the landmark domain) of the target position for improving the tip position accuracy. Fig.5 shows that the landmark domain of the target position is estimated and the nano-particle is pushed into this domain for improving the positioning accuracy. 
The landmark domain estimation
The landmark need to be actively configured to grantee the tip position accuracy at the target position. Furthermore, the manipulation distance should be minimized for reducing the manoeuvring time, since the single tip is difficult to be used to perform a stable push in configuring the landmark. In order to satisfy the above two requests, the landmark domain of the target position need to be estimated according to the precision requirement at the target position and the tip localization accuracy around the nano-particle. As long as the landmark is pushed into this area, the landmark configuration should be regarded as achievement.
The landmark domain is calculated by the following computation. Assuming that the tip localization accuracy ( Var ( P l ) ) around the landmark and the precision allowance ( Var (P t )) at the target position are pre-known, so the tip translation ( d l.t ) from P l should conform to the following restraint condition:
Where d l,t is the translation path form P l to P t . The tip motion uncertainties Var ( d l,t ) increase linearly with the translation d l,t , and Var ( d l,t ) can be calculated by using the tip motion model (Yuan 2011) . The tip moves along the horizontal or vertical direction step by step in the any translation path as shown in Fig. 6 (a) and (b). After observing the nano-particle, the tip is localized around this nano-particle. For simplifying the analysis of the landmark domain, the tip is assumed to be localized around the nano-particle centre with the addition distance ( R n,t ) of the nano-particle radius and the tip radius in Fig.6 (c) . This localized position can guarantee the high localization accuracy and avoid the collision between the nano-particle and the tip. Furthermore, these localizations can be regarded as similarly forming a circle shape (C l ) around the nano-particle with the same accuracy (Var ( P l )). This circle radius equals R n,t . Fig. 6 The tip translation and localization Fig.7 shows that the target position ( P t ) is assumed as the original point (0,0) in the task space. The landmark domain boundary around P t in Fig.7 is calculated according to Eq.6 by using the relation between the tip translation distance and its position variance in the tip motion model. The Eq.6 can be expressed as Eq.7 and Eq.8 according to the restraint condition of the horizontal variance and the vertical variance at position P t respectively. Var_x (*) and Var_y (*) are used to calculate the variance at a certain position or caused by the translation. According to our work (Yuan 2011) , the variance at P l may be set ([5nm] 2 , [5nm] 2 ), the variance at P t may be set ([10nm] 2 , [10nm] 2 ), and the variance for the translation d l,t is calculated by the motion model.
The outer polygon in Fig.7 (a) is calculated according to Eq.7, and the inner polygon is calculated according to Eq.8. The intersection (A) of the two shape is the constraint border of the tip localization ( P l ). Then the landmark domain (outer border) in Fig.7 (b) is calculated by using the dilation operation between A and C l . Fig. 7 The simulation for the landmark domain of the target position 3.2 Virtual hand strategy for active landmark configuration.
After the landmark domain is calculated, the landmark will be pushed into this area by the single AFM tip. During manipulation, the force on the small contact regarded as a point ( Fig. 8(a) ) may push the nano-particle into multiple positions( Fig. 8(b) ). So the virtual hand strategy (Fig. 8(c) ) is used to stably manipulate the object by multiple time manoeuvres like the multiple virtual fingers manoeuvring the objects. Fig. 8 (c) shows that these multiple time manoeuvres can become into being a virtual force field like a hand or a clap to actively push the nano-particle into the landmark domain around the task position (Wang 2011) . Because the tip position accuracy relative to the nano-particle has a great influence on the virtual hand based nano-manipulation. So the tip position is also optimally estimated at S in Fig. 9 through observing the nano-particle. Then the tip will be used to perform the nano-manipulation by using the virtual nanohand. 
EXPERIMENT RESULTS
According to the abovementioned method, experiments are performed to illustrate the validity of the active landmark configuration. The dimension 3100 is used to perform the experiment. The tip is series of the bruker test. And the nanoparticle is polystyrene sphere. The parameters of motion model, observation model and virtual-hand strategy are the same in (Yuan 2011 , Wang 2011 ).
The experiment is designed to position the tip at the target position by configuring the nano-particle in the landmark domain. First, a flat region (CD surface) with deposited nanoparticles is imaged, and shown in Fig. 10(a) . The nanoparticle P 1 and P 2 are used as the landmark, and the target position T is set on the left of a small bump marked as a feature F (~500nm far from F horizontally). The T relative coordinate is (3.184μm, -0.957μm) by referring to the P 1 centre as the origin. The landmark domain is calculated according to the tip localization accuracy and the precision allowance (these values is the same in the abovementioned simulation). Second, P 2 is selected as the active landmark to be pushed into the landmark domain and marked as Pˊ2 in Fig.10(b) , because the nano-particle P 2 is nearer to the position T comparing with P 1 . Third, the tip is initially translate to the scan region centre, and positioned at T by observing the nano-particle Pˊ2. Then the tip performs an indentation to record the positioning. That dent D is shown in Fig. 10(c) , and its coordinate relative to P 1 is (3.172μm, -0.969μm). The errors between D and T are around 10nm. Fourth, the comparative positioning without observing Pˊ2 is performed, and recorded by Dˊ in Fig.10(d) with its coordinate (3.379μm, -0.645μm). The error between Dˊ and T is (~195nm,~312nm). This experimental result presents that the landmark domain can be used to validly navigate active configuration, and the proposed method can be applied to improve the positioning accuracy.
CONCLUSION
The tip position uncertainties exist in the tip localization due to the PZT scanner nonlinearity and system thermal drift. The recent method such as landmark based tip localization can validly improve the tip positioning accuracy. But this method cannot further improve the tip position accuracy when the target position is far from the landmark. So the landmark need to be actively pushed into the nearby area of the target position to improve positioning tip. This method first proposes the landmark domain to be estimated according to the tip motion model and then applies the virtual-hand method to perform nano-manipulation for configuring the landmark. Simulations and experiments based on the landmark domain are performed to illustrate the validity and feasibility of the proposed method. Fig. 10 The active landmark is configured around the target position to improve the position accuracy.
